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An independent non-profit research institution that produces studies and re-
search on the ongoing Syrian conflict, from its political, societal and intellectu-
al aspects, and on its evolution scenarios. The institution strives to improve the 
performance of civil society, and to promote awareness about democracy, equal 
citizenship and human rights. It is one of the institutions of the Arab Center for 
Research and Policy Studies in Doha.

Harmoon Observatory:

Harmoon Observatory hires field monitors that report the most im-
portant changes in the actual conflict in Syria, from political, military, 
economic and societal aspects, from different regions and perspectives, 
in order to create an up-to-date knowledge for researchers and to pro-
vide decision makers with an image of the most significant development.
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A Preliminary Summary of the Most Prominent 
Economic Developments During December 2021

Syrians still suffer as a result of the high cost of basic materials and market 
shortages, despite stability in the exchange rate of the Syrian Pound against 
the dollar with 1$ to 3540 SP. Also, the issuance of 3 legislative decrees by the 
regime President, “Bashar al-Assad,” to increase the salaries by no more than 
30%, has proved useless, especially that an increase of 300% was demanded. 
The 30% increase was met with sarcasm and mockery due to its insignificant 
value, especially in the face of price increase.

On December 14th the  People’s Assembly approved a draft state budget law 
for the fiscal year 2022,  with 13 thousand and 325 billion Syrian pounds allo-
cated for the investment and trade sectors, and the total budget amounting 
to - according to the exchange rate - about 5.3 billion dollars,  one and a half 
billion dollars less than  the 2021 budget. However, the total number is never 
reached due to the fact that the real expenditures are much lower than the 
approved figures.

The situation of the Syrians in the regime-controlled areas does not differ 
from those residing in the areas controlled by the Syrian opposition and in 
the SDF-controlled areas. Prices have risen for most basic items due to the 
fluctuation of the Turkish lira in Northern Syria, as well as due to shortages in 
(Syrian Democratic Forces / SDF) areas, and to the closure by these forces of 
the border crossings.

As for Iran’s efforts to dominate the Syrian economy, the Iranian govern-
ment made a widespread move during the month of December into holding 
events and meetings with government officials in Syria.

On the other hand, Russia continued its attempts to float the Syrian regime 
through “The Syrian and Russian Coordinating Ministerial Bodies” holding a 
video meeting on December 22, on the theme: “The return of the displaced”, 
at the Conference Palace in Damascus and the National Defense Command 
Center in Moscow, with the participation of the regime’s Foreign Minister, 
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Faisal Miqdad, and Russian Deputy Defense Minister Gennady Zhidko..

Regarding Astana talks on December 20, the Russian presidential envoy to 
Syria, “Alexander Lavrentiev,” said that rebuilding Syria requires an amount 
ranging between 600 and 800 billion dollars.

In the same context, the Syrian Regime’s Minister of Agriculture told media 
outlets that “Syria’s need for fertilizer for 2022 is 100,000 tons, the Syrian re-
gime had placed the Syrian fertilizer reserve under Russia’s influence through 
long-term contracts.

In the Arab world, the spokesman for the Egyptian Ministry of Petroleum, 
Hamdi Abdel Aziz, revealed that Lebanon is making efforts to obtain Ameri-
can guarantees for exempting the countries delivering Egyptian gas to Leba-
non from the “Caesar” law sanctions imposed on Syria.  It is expected that the 
project implementation as a whole will face difficulties and major challenges.

As part of the efforts of Jordan and some Arab countries to normalize with 
the regime, Jordan and the Syrian regime announced the reopening of the 
joint Syrian-Jordanian free zone, at the Nassib-Jaber crossing between the 
two countries.
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Living Conditions in Opposition Areas in Northern 
Syria:

The Harmoon Center monitoring team recorded an increase in the num-
ber of convoys of UN humanitarian relief trucks, which entered through Bab 
al-Hawa crossing in northern Syria, with 470 UN relief trucks entering during 
December, among which 29 trucks entered from regime-controlled areas to 
opposition-controlled areas. This reflects Biden administration’s approval of 
the Russian conditions about providing further aid to the northern regions 
through Bab al-Hawa crossing, since Russia seeks to limit the relief support 
through crossings controlled only by the regime.

Residents and internally-displaced people in the North saw their suffering 
increase significantly during the month of December, as a result of the rise 
in the price of basic materials, fuel and transportation services, due to the 
depreciation of the Turkish lira against the dollar; not to forget the decrease 
in the value of wages, which led to popular protests in several regions. The 
protestors demanded improved wages and price control as well as reducing 
the fees of water, electricity and telecommunication services.

Al-Watad Petroleum Company, affiliated with Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham, an-
nounced their price schedule for December. The prices were denominated in 
the US dollar, while the wages in Northern Regions are paid in Turkish Lira 
and Syrian Pound, which led to a significant increase in the fuel value.

Also, the “Salvation Government” affiliated with Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham 
raised by up to 30% the value of taxes on the entry of several materials from 
Aleppo to Idlib.

This situation led the teachers of northern and eastern Aleppo countryside 
to renew their partial strike, with the aim of addressing the education situa-
tion and improving their monthly wages.  The strike resulted in the Director-
ate of Education raising teachers’ wages according to a list published on its 
official Facebook page.
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Meanwhile, the number of people infected with the Corona virus decreased, 
in conjunction with an increase in the number of the vaccinated. The Minis-
try of Health in the Syrian Interim Government, in cooperation with local 
Syrian authorities, managed to secure 4900 injections to treat leishmaniosis 
in Tal Abyad area as a first batch, to be followed by a second batch within two 
months.
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Autonomous Administration - (SDF)

The markets in the Autonomous Administration-controlled areas wit-
nessed a clear decline in the movement of buying and selling, and transport, 
in the month of December, as a result of the rise in the prices of basic materi-
als and food and sugar shortages, after the closure of the SDF area crossings 
with the regime-controlled areas, and Simalka crossing border with the Kurd-
istan region of Iraq.

Because of the shortage of flour stocks and the increase in the price of 
fuel, the “Self-Administration” raised the price of bread, in December, so that 
the price of a bundle of subsidized regular bread became 300 Syrian pounds, 
weighing 1,250 kg. The decision was met with popular protests in more than 
one area under the control of SDF.
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Monitoring the Regime Economy:

The economic situation in the Regime-controlled areas is becoming in-
creasingly difficult, due to the scarcity of state resources, rampant corrup-
tion, and economic sanctions on the regime. The living difficulties have in-
creased during the month of December, with the increase in essential fuel 
prices during the winter season, lack of supply, and the depreciation of wages, 
despite the Syrian pound maintaining stability, with a slight increase in its ex-
change rate, in early December, at about 3535 Syrian pounds to the US dollar, 
while reaching 3605 Syrian pounds, end of December.

Three legislative decrees issued by the regime president (raising the sala-
ries and wages of civil and military workers and pensioners, by 30%) caused 
an increase in prices and service costs, and created additional difficulties for 
heads of families to secure the basic needs of their families. 

In face of the lack of state resources, the regime’s Prime Minister Hussein 
Arnous found a solution that increases the suffering of the groups that bene-
fit from modest subsidization of basic materials. Arnous revealed that the re-
gime is considering depriving 600,000 cards, out of 4 million electronic cards, 
from support, under the pretext of limiting support to the most deserving 
categories.

Various economic sectors are still suffering from the confusing government 
policies. For instance, many land and sea border crossings witnessed the ac-
cumulation of containers and imports, due to the delay in customs clearance 
procedures and thus the delay in their entry into the local market. This comes 
after Syria’s Central Bank deciding recently that the importer of goods shall 
submit a letter revealing the source financing its imports.

On the agricultural level, cotton cultivation declined sharply in Syria 
during the current season, reaching its lowest level ever as only six thousand 
tons were marketed, and 2000 tons remained non-marketed, an insufficient 
month-long amount that does not cover the need of the spinning companies. 
Also, the quality of citrus fruits has decreased for this season, compared to 
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previous seasons, the fruits are atrophied and small in size, with the kilo be-
ing sold at much less than its cost, according to media-close to the regime.
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Iran’s Economic Activity in Syria

Iran continued its efforts to dominate important Syrian economic sectors, 
by signing several agreements with the Syrian regime. This includes the sign-
ing, during the visit of the Iranian Minister of Industry, “Seyed Reza Fatemi 
Amin,” to Damascus in early December, of draft contracts for the supply of 
Iranian industrial and agricultural materials, and of 4 agreements for indus-
trial cooperation between the Syrian and Iranian governments, including the 
establishment of a joint bank, and the exchange in the two local currencies. 
The two countries also agreed on the project of using “drones” to spread forest 
seeds in hard-to-reach sites, and importing fodder, modern tractors, modern 
irrigation networks and greenhouses, in addition to establishing a laboratory 
for the manufacture of Foot and Mouth Disease vaccines.

Iran has strengthened its cultural and educational influence in Syria, 
through the signing of a memorandum of understanding between Damascus 
University and the Iranian Academic Center for Education, Culture and Re-
search. Its object is to enhance cooperation between the two parties in the 
field of exchanging and publishing books, periodicals and scientific materials, 
as well as benefiting from electronic libraries, organizing joint scientific and 
cultural conferences and seminars, exchanging scientific database research 
achievements, and co-establishing a business incubator and a science and 
technology campus at Damascus University.

In fact, the Iranian Revolutionary Guards militia established on Decem-
ber 9, a women’s institution in the town of Al-Tabani in Deir Ez-Zor, at the 
headquarters of Dar Al-Amal, for the purpose of holding training courses in 
sewing, hairdressing and programming supposed to attract the women of the 
region, especially the wives of militia members.
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Monitoring of the Living Conditions

At a time when “Abdul-Hadi Al-Tayeb”, a former member of the Agricultural 
Planning Committee in Syria, revealed that more Syrians will enter the cycle 
of starvation due to the depletion of wheat in stores, and the disruption of the 
two wheat import contracts that the government signed to import one mil-
lion tons of wheat two months ago, due to the high price and the importers’ 
inability to import 500,000 tons, the Ministry of Internal Trade and Consumer 
Protection in the regime  government raised the selling price of a bread bun-
dle (weighing one kilogram) to 2,500 Syrian pounds, and amended the distri-
bution schedule for bread rations on the electronic card, without changing 
the total weekly allocations. 

This step sparked a wave of great resentment among the citizens, as they 
considered that this decision would increase crowding in front of the baker-
ies, and that it coincides with the increase in the prices of fruits vegetables 
and fruits, in the transportation fees and gasoline, and in the price of broilers 
and meat, due to the high costs of heating poultry houses. 

The Ministry of Internal Trade and Consumer Protection also raised 
the price of a liter of subsidized gasoline (distributed through the “smart” 
card) by about 46 percent, to reach 1,100 Syrian pounds, after its price was 
750 pounds, and the price of kerosene oil from 810 pounds per liter to 2490 
Syrian pounds. The price of a gas cylinder has now risen in the city of Damas-
cus to about 110 thousand, on the black market, due to a lack of supply, with 
the weight of the gas filled in the cylinder reduced from 12 kg to 10 kg.

The rise in the price of subsidized gasoline resulted in the increase in trans-
portation fees in Damascus. Actually, the fares for the lowest distance trav-
eled when riding a taxi amounted to (5000) Syrian pounds. In Latakia, taxi 
fares increased at a rate ranging between 47-50 percent, and the distance cal-
culation meter starts at 300 pounds instead of the previous 200, thus setting 
the duration of the time-jump at 9 seconds.
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Simultaneously, the Syrian Regime’s Ministry of Health announced, on De-
cember 16, that it raised the prices of 12,000 medicinal products, hours after 
raising salaries and wages by a small percentage.

In Raqqah, citizens are suffering from a stifling fuel crisis. Prices have in-
creased by 100 percent. The price of diesel in Raqqah has reached 1,500 Syrian 
pounds, if any, in addition to the increase in the price of gasoline to about 
1,600 Syrian pounds.

In the same context, a number of industrialists complained about the low 
quality of diesel they obtain from Sadcop, stressing that it causes clogging in 
refineries, burners, machines and electric generators, and leads to major mal-
functions in them, thereby increasing production costs.

As a result of the conditions Syrians live in in the regime-controlled areas, 
and the brain drain, the head of the Association of Anesthesia and Pain Man-
agement Specialists in the “Syrian Doctors Syndicate” warned of a serious 
shortage of anesthesiologists, as there are only 500 doctors working in public 
and private hospitals, while there is a need for 1500 doctors.

Social Affairs

The poor living conditions have reflected on the social, educational and 
health conditions of Syrians in the regime areas. Issam Al-Amin, Director 
General of the University Hospital of Al-Mowasat and a member of the Co-
rona Virus Response Committee, revealed that Syria is still among the least 
vaccinated countries against the Corona virus so far, with an estimate of 4.5 
percent of vaccinated people, citing the reasons as the late arrival of vaccines 
and penalties, and the lack of conviction of many citizens of the need to re-
ceive the vaccine.

In the field of education, an official in the Ministry of Education stated that 
the number of school dropouts, during the past ten years, exceeded one mil-
lion and one hundred thousand, according to Al-Watan newspaper.

The difficulties that Syrians face, financially and socially, have caused them 
to become hopeless and therefore to contemplate suicide. The tendency for 
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Syrians to commit suicide persists despite the General Authority for Forensic 
Medicine speaking in December about a decrease in suicide cases in Syria. In 
fact, the suicidal rate is still high even though the authority’s figures indicate 
that it has decreased by about 10 percent, compared to the previous year, 
which recorded 197 suicides in total. Actually, until the beginning of Decem-
ber, 157 suicides were recorded in the country (109 males and 48 females) 
with Aleppo governorate recording the highest number of suicides (30 cases), 
followed by Damascus countryside and Lattakia, both recording 24 cases.
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Living Conditions Index

The Living Conditions Index focuses on monitoring changes in the pric-
es of 36 basic commodities and services that have been identified inside 
Syria, through a monitoring network distributed in various Syrian areas, by 
adopting the internationally recognized principles of monitoring. The index 
categorizes the prices by areas of control, and calculates the average prices in 
each area, analyzes them to show the variation on a monthly basis, and clar-
ifies the main economic variables that affect the lives of people inside Syria.
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Displacement and Asylum

Every winter, the displaced Syrians, including refugees, experiences in-
creased suffering. The need arises for sustainable solutions for the challenges 
they are facing. In fact, the stormy weather conditions that struck northwest-
ern Syria during the month of December caused material damage to their 
camps, which led to their displacement again into random gatherings, amid 
calls for an emergency humanitarian response. According to a preliminary 
report published by the “Response Coordinator Team,” the number of com-
pletely damaged tents reached 194, and the partially damaged, 316.

The same applies to Syrian refugees in Lebanon, especially in the camps of 
Arsal, where the snow storm caused the collapse of dozens of tents, in light of 
a severe shortage of heating materials and the weak response of international 
and charitable organizations to the refugees’ needs.

On the other hand, the displaced people of the “Rukban” camp on the Syri-
an-Jordanian border continued their protests, since the beginning of Decem-
ber, against the poor living conditions, the lack of services inside the camp, 
and the great shortage of heating materials.

On the borders of Belarus and Poland, thousands of refugees, including 
Syrians, are still stuck in an old factory there, hoping to reach Europe. On 
December 8, a plane belonging to the Syrian “Cham Wings” airline transport-
ed 96 passengers from Minsk Airport in the Belarusian capital to Damascus.  
Amnesty International revealed that a number of asylum seekers and mi-
grants were subjected to forcible return by Belarusian forces, to Syria, not 
to the countries they left, including people coming from Egypt, Turkey and 
Lebanon.

In the Italian capital, Rome, 70 Syrian refugees arrived from Lebanon, as 
part of the refugee reception program known as the “Humanitarian Corri-
dor”, in cooperation with Italian churches, with the aim of receiving 84 Syrian 
refugees from Lebanon, and distributing them in 12 provinces in Italy.
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In Turkey, the Immigration Department in Istanbul organized, on Decem-
ber 6, a consultative meeting, to which it called a number of whom it de-
scribed as: Syrian «opinion leaders», with the aim of regulating the presence 
of Syrians and facilitating their legal affairs.

In Lebanon, the Lebanese President, Michel Aoun, continues to take ad-
vantage of the Syrian refugee crisis in his country, and to support the claims 
of the Syrian regime. During his meeting with the UN Special Envoy for Syria 
Geir Pedersen, on December 13, he called on the international community to 
face up to its responsibility by facilitating the return of the displaced Syrians 
in Lebanon to their country.

At the international level, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 
warned that more than 13.4 million people, including 6.1 million children, 
need assistance in Syria, including seven million displaced people, of whom 
3.1 million children. The organization confirmed that the number of children 
in need of humanitarian aid in Syria during 2021 has increased by 27%, com-
pared to last year.

In a report, Human Rights Watch called on the Lebanese Ministry of Edu-
cation to extend the deadline for registering Syrian children in schools, stress-
ing the need to end policies that prevent refugee children from accessing ed-
ucation.

On the other hand, the Government of Japan decided, on December 24, to 
provide an emergency grant of $28.95 million for Palestinian and Syrian refu-
gees and internally displaced persons, who are facing a humanitarian crisis in 
Syria and neighboring countries.
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